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Insider
Amazing Artists

This month’s Insider features four artists who inspire others through their creations. 
Have students work in pairs to answer the following questions, which are meant to 
go beyond the text and encourage students to think critically about their own lives.

Inquiry-Based Questions: 
  
 • In your opinion, why is it important for Brandon to celebrate his 
  Indigenous culture through his longboard designs? 
 • Why do you think Justina channels her feelings related to tae kwon 
  do into her art? 
 • What do you think Grace hopes to express through her art? 
 • What do you think about the advice Angelo received (Create what 
  YOU want to create)? 
 • Is creating art something anyone can do? Explain your answer. 
 • Which artist’s work most inspires you? Why? 
 • What would you like to create and why? What art form would you 
  work in?

Follow-up Activity 
Working in pairs or individually, find a famous work of art that inspires you. What’s 
happening in the art? What did you think about when you saw it? How did you feel? 
What is it about the art that inspires you? Where do you think artists get their ideas? 

For a great list of questions to ask about artwork, check out Art Class Curator at: 
https://bit.ly/3bQnfqz

Classroom Connections: Visual Arts; Language Arts: reading comprehension, 
understanding informational text, writing
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In this month’s Incredible!, OWL looks at animals with “style”: unique features 
or behaviours that give them a distinctive look as a result.  Ask students to 
read the article and answer the following questions:

 • Why do scientists think the bearded vulture covers itself in dust?
 • What is the assassin bug’s “backpack” made of?
 • How does the wild boar keep cool?
 • How does the decorator crab keep rocks, sponges, and bits of coral 
  attached to its shell?

Then use the article as a jumping-off point to find other “fashionable” animals. 
Have a discussion about why these animal behaviours are important. What do 
some of the behaviours have in common? What are the differences? Can you 
draw any parallels to human behaviours?

Follow-up Activity:
Think about what trends and style mean for people. Why are they important 
to us? What messages might we be trying to send via our style? To what 
lengths do we go to keep up with trends? What trend or style is important to 
you and why?

Classroom Connections: Science: animals, animal behaviours; Language 
Arts: reading comprehension, understanding informational text; Social Studies: 
cultures and societies

Incredible!
Style Stories:  
Animal Edition
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This month’s Snapshot looks at the news on snooze—sleep—which is 
important for good health. Ask students to read through the article, and then 
create a word wall of unfamiliar and/or high-frequency words. A word wall 
provides reference support for reading and writing. Work as a class to unpack 
and define the following terms:

Follow-up Activities

 •  Write an opinion piece about why sleep is so important and what can 
  happen if we don’t get enough, based on Snapshot and your own 
           research.Ask students to think about which of their habits might 
           affect their sleep—for better or for worse.

 •  Check out OWLconnected’s General KnOWLedge video 
  “How do astronauts sleep in space?”: https://bit.ly/2wgWc7t 

Classroom Connections: Language Arts: reading comprehension, 
understanding informational text, writing; Science: life science, biology,  
human body
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Snapshot
Sleep Facts
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Snapshot
Sleep Facts

Q: Why sleep is so important and what can happen if we don’t get enough?

Name: 


